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How to Use This Guide

This guide describes the changes made in EFI Shuttleworth version 6.00.23.0013. The first part of the guide describes the new feature and enhancement updates to the EFI Shuttleworth system, while the second part of the guide lists the defects repaired in version 6.00.23.0013.

Before you upgrade your EFI Shuttleworth to version 6.00.23.0013, read the descriptions of the changes made to the modules that you plan to use on your working system.

If you have any questions about how the changes may affect you or about changes that you must make to your system before you upgrade your system, please contact your EFI Shuttleworth Support with the below contact information.

Contact Information

EFI Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Site:</th>
<th><a href="https://customer.efi.com/support">https://customer.efi.com/support</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK Phone:</td>
<td>+44 [0] 1536 316300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail:</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shuttleworth.support@efi.com">shuttleworth.support@efi.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regular Support hours are 8:30 AM to 17:00 PM GMT or BST, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. Outside of these hours, you may leave a voice mail message.

Note

For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of issues.
Version v6.00.29.0013 Enhancements

This section summarizes the product enhancements in EFI Shuttleworth version v6.00.029.0013 by module, including the corresponding issue number and fix version. Refer to the "Version v6.029.0013 Defects" topic for detailed descriptions of all defect updates in this version of EFI Shuttleworth.

Configuration - Misc/Other

With the updated look and feel of the Shuttleworth System we have also introduced a new font. This is available by clicking the Orb, selecting Preferences and the option Segoe font. Users then have to log out and back in again for the new font to be used.

Enhancement | SBS-6783 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

We have introduced a new feature of an Audit Log button in the ribbon of windows where changes create audit log entries. When the button is clicked it will open the Audit Log filtered to the current record showing any changes that have been logged for the the record. Examples of where the new button will be displayed; Company, Contact, Event, JDF Control, Estimate, Job, Completed Job, Login User, Product, SOP Order Item and SOP Service Item

Enhancement | SBS-6710 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

Users with permissions to delete audit log records, can filter the Audit Log selector and then right mouse click and select delete filtered records. A record will be recorded to state the number of records deleted.

Enhancement | SBS-6450 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

Pop up notes can be set to always pop up for specific entities, to set this open the note type, remove the flag against the option 'Pop Up For All Entities' and associate the required entities you wish the note to pop up against.

Enhancement | SBS-6451 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

CRM - Activity Manager

We have added a new index to resolve a speed issue with changing the Event Status on the Product Enquiries tab of a Product Version.

Enhancement | SBS-7326 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

From version 6.00 it is possible to print or email a document from the mobile device. If printed or emailed the details will be populated onto the documents tab of the event.

Enhancement | SBS-6919 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)
Delivery

Delivery events can be controlled by carrier.

Carrier has an option flag for Mobile CRM POD event required, when applied you can select a default event type for production to customer (Job Delivery) or stock delivery to customer (SOP delivery)

Job Delivery - If a carrier is selected on the delivery the default values will be used, if not determined the system will look at the carrier selected at site level, then company level and then the default carrier

SOP Delivery - will look at Site level, then Company and then at the default carrier.

Enhancement | SBS-6637 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

When manually creating a Stock Delivery from a SOP Order, where the SOP Item is a Stock Build Product, we are now automatically creating the packing details information for each delivery line.

If the flag 'One Delivery Line per SOP Order Item' is in use the packing details will need to be entered manually.

Enhancement | SBS-6642 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

Enhancements have been made to pallet label templates (type PLA and OLS). There is a new table called Packing stock item - to enable the stock item description and code to be printed.

Enhancement | SBS-6691 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

Estimating General

We have introduced a new menu option which is used to integrate the Shuttleworth System with EFI Fiery Rip using FJDF. The Fiery Device window allows the discovery of Fiery Devices/Fiery Central on the network, creation of the devices in the Shuttleworth System and the listing of available media and capabilities.

For more information on linking to your Fiery enabled devices please contact EFI Shuttleworth.

Enhancement | SBS-6132 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

From within Jobs we now have the option available to Submit Jobs to Printers on your network with a Fiery RIP using FJDF. The button on the ribbon of Jobs displays a window where details for the Fiery device are entered and submitted directly for Printing, for Process and Hold, or to be held in the queue on the device.

For more information on this option please contact EFI Shuttleworth.

Enhancement | SBS-6148 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)
Product Led Production

There is a new option in SCR, Stock, General 2 - Allow company site to be owner and user (volume priced). It is only available if Advanced Brands is enabled, can only be switched on as 'support' and should only be used on volume priced items.

If ticked, it allows a company site to be an owner and a user of the stock. Without it ticked a site can only be a user OR an owner. This should only be used under the guidance of SBS.

Enhancement | SBS-7151 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

To assist with identifying lines using system search we have added to the entity the current status of the record in brackets.

Areas this has been done on are:

SOP Order - (Not Posted) (Posted) (Approved) (Completed) (Cancelled)
Event - (Open) or (Closed)
Company - (Active) (Not Active)
Stock Item - (Active) (Obsolete)

Enhancement | SBS-7395 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

SOP Order Item - Ad hoc delivery details can now be printed on the following template documents using the specified repeating groups

SOP Order Acknowledgments - uses sop order item alias
SOP Invoices/Credit - uses the invoice/credit item repeating group
SOP Goods Returns - uses sop order item within the sop goods return item repeating
Works Order Docs - uses sop order item from within job delivery sop order item within delivery
Job Misc docs - same links as works order doc.
Event Documents - uses a repeating group of sop order item group
TQ Pick Lists - uses Pick List Stock List Group within Pick List Group, Pick List, Pick List Group One, Pick List Group Two repeating Groups

Enhancement | SBS-7318 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

When entering a replenishment item there is a new option that may be switched on to allow the selection of a warehouse and bin to be used on the delivery into stock. This option can be found in System Control Record - SOP, options 4 'PLP - allow entry of warehouse and bin when raising a replenishment'. This option is only available if Product Quoting is ticked on (SOP, options 2).

When in the sop item screen the warehouse and bin selection fields will be displayed at the bottom - instead of the usual delivery address fields.

If using this option then a warehouse and bin MUST be selected - the order cannot be approved if they say 'none'.

Enhancement | SBS-6741 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)
The following enhancements have been made:

1. A combo box has been added to the brand window to allow a rep to be selected.
2. Rep column is now displayed on brand selector.
3. Brand selector, right click - 'sort by rep' has been added.
4. Tick box filter on brand selector for 'active' has been added.
5. Column for active setting has been added to brand selector.

Enhancement | SBS-6547 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

We have resolved an issue where using the navigation buttons to move from one Job Delivery to another generated an error message.

Enhancement | SBS-7825 | 6.00.29.0013

**Product Led Production**

Brand Code and Brand Description have been added as columns to the SOP Order Tracker selector and to the MIQ Catalogue and MIQ Orders received reports, if an order has multiple items on with different brands the column will read multiple.

Enhancement | SBS-6725 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

Post Code and Sales Ledger code have been added as columns in the Brand > Company Sites tab, filters have been included on the add/remove window for Post Code, S/L Code and Site contains.

Enhancement | SBS-6447 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

When a Brand is copied the system will now ask if you wish to copy the sites and copy the products associated to the original Brand.

Enhancement | SBS-6446 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

We have introduced five User Defined fields on SOP Order items. The field labels can be changed in the same way as other user defined fields and the fields are available in TQ.

Enhancement | SBS-7452 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

**Stock Control**

Stock type has a new toggle 'Add default bin as per system option', this will be defaulted on. Stock items created will check the option set in system control > stock > general 2 option. When the stock type option is not applied and no bin is selected a default bin is not added, if a bin is selected then this will be automatically added.

Enhancement | SBS-6448 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)
Version v6.00.029.0013 Defects

This section summarizes the defects fixed in EFI Shuttleworth version v6.00.029.0013 by module, including the corresponding issue number and fix version. Refer to the "Version v6.029.0013 Enhancements" topic for detailed descriptions of all enhancement updates in this version of EFI Shuttleworth.

Additions - JDF/JMF

In Master Estimate > Details tab is a combo box to select JDF preference for Jobs raised via Storefront
This only shows if ROI is activated in System Control Record.

Defect | SBS-6453 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

Configuration - Misc/Other

We have resolved an issue where minimising/maximising windows could cause an Access Violation error which resulted in the Shuttleworth Client crashing.

Defect | SBS-6791 | 6.00.15.0001(Beta)

We have resolved an issue where from the Company > Events Tab users changed the sort option from the default of Created Date/Due Date using the combo box in the window rather than the right click option. Sorts are now correctly applied.

Defect | SBS-7762 | 6.00.29.0002

CRM - Activity Manager

A problem has been resolved where, under some circumstances, the incorrect login user name was being populated into the first response field.

Defect | SBS-7786 | 6.00.29.0002

Delivery

When there is only one warehouse the stock delivery will now use the 'default' bin for that warehouse rather than the first one on the list.

Defect | SBS-7772 | 6.00.29.0002

When creating a new delivery on a component and changing the destination from stock to company site - the delivery note template will now default in from the company if set, or otherwise will default from System Control Record.

Defect | SBS-7793 | 6.00.29.0002

The time taken to search bins on a delivery within a component has been reduced

Defect | SBS-7817 | 6.00.29.0002
Estimating General

Bookings Duration/Consumable filter when selecting department, then browsing for employee, filters for employee in the specific department.

Defect | SBS-7610 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

We have resolved an issue where from a Master Component Group users were unable to open an associated Master Component.

Defect | SBS-7619 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

Product Led Production

We have added a data refresh to the invoices tab. To prevent an issue in SOP orders where a user in one session had updated the 'On hold' flag but the invoice items were still seen as 'On hold' by other users.

Defect | SBS-7755 | 6.00.29.0002

If the owner of the stock item does not have a default bin, and the stock item has only one active bin this will now be chosen.

Defect | SBS-7646 | 6.00.29.0002

Copying Brands along with the Sites and Products will give a count advising how many records are being copied and if you wish to continue due to timings.

Defect | SBS-7431 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

On the Brand header screen there is an option 'all sites of this company to use this brand'.

If this is ticked then the 'company sites' tab is hidden - because you cannot choose individual sites if you have ticked 'all sites to use this brand'. However, with 'advanced brands' it is possible to add different companies to a brand - so in this case the 'company sites' tab will remain visible if the 'all sites...' option is ticked. From the 'company sites' tab it will be possible to associate other companies MAIN sites to the brand. Only the main site will be visible because if the 'all sites' option is ticked it will automatically set all other sites on the company to use the brand.

Defect | SBS-7704 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

Sales Invoicing

We have resolved an issue where in very limited circumstances a pending invoice could be created with invoice items for more than one company.

Defect | SBS-7616 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)
Stock Control

If an invalid template name is entered in the delivery note or delivery label template name field - an error will no longer be displayed. A list of valid templates will appear from which to select.

Defect | SBS-7472 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

The behaviour when removing bins or obsoleting bins and setting the default bin on the owner has been made consistent.

Defect | SBS-7753 | 6.00.29.0002

We have resolved an issue when, with Segoe font on, opening a Master Material linked to a Stock Item or associating a Stock Item with a Master Material, the button to select a Stock Item was incorrectly positioned on the window.

Defect | SBS-7625 | 6.00.24.0001(Beta)

Stock Pick list selector, filter for Pick List Reference has been extended to 10 numbers.

Defect | SBS-7663 | 6.00.29.0002